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The process of realizing rights to means-tested benefits

l~e~~~ perspecti~~es on the causes of non-take-up

Vl'im van Oorschot

WORC, Tilburg Universit}~, The Netherlands

K~~~t~ords: socia( sectirin~; nreans-testiiig; noir-take-i~p

Abstract

This paper summarizes the results of a research project in ~~hich new perspectives on the causes

of non-take-up ~~ere developed and applied in empirical research.' Firstl}~, it presents an

interactive model of the multi-level influences on non-take-up, v~~hich reflects the idea that the

causes of non-take-up are present, not onl}. at the client level, but at the le~ els of scheme

structure and administration too. This idea implies that polic}~-makers and administrators, next

to clients, have a clear and separate responsibilit}~ for the occurrence of non-take-up. Secondl~-,

the paper presents a dvnamic model of benefit receipt, v~~hich is developed as a reaction to the

shortcomings of existin~ models of the factors operating specificall}~ at the client level. The

results of the application of both models to data from 4 surveys carried out in the Netherlands

are presented in the remaining part of the paper. Client level factors w~ill be discussed in broad

terms first, follow~ed b}' more detailed anal}~ses of mixes of multi-level influences.

Introduction

Revie~t~s of non-take-up research all show~ that traditionall}~ the causes of non-take-up of social

securit}~ benefits are studied at the client-level onl}~ (Corden 1981, Falkingham 1985, Van

Oorschot and Kolkhuis Tanke 1989 and Craig 1991). That is, in trying to explain w~h}- people

' See Van Oorschot 199~ for the full project.
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do not receive the benefits to which the}' are entitled the focus has been on eligible people's

knowledge, perceptions, attitudes, motivations, experiences and circumstances. Influencing

fáctors possibl}~ operating at the ]evels of scheme structure and administration ha~~e largel~~ been

ignored thusfar (see also Vl'h}~le}. and Hub}~ 1993, Corden 199~). Furthermore, the leading

theoretical model of claiming decisions taken at the client level, the Kerr-model, which has been

applied in nearli~ all of the latest (non-econometrical) take-up studies. has sho~~n to contain

some apparent deficiencies (see e.g. Ritchie 1988. Buckland and Daw~son 1989, Craig 1991,

Van Oorschot 1991, Vincent et al. 1991).

In this paper we shall introduce new approaches to the causes of non-take-up, tackling both the

confinement to the client le~~el, as well as the need for a more consistent and ~~alid client-level

model. With regard to each of both issues a nev~~ theoretical model will be presented. In a

second part of the paper ~~~e shall present the results of empirical research in which these models

~~~ere applied. Rather than to glut the reader with series of detailed figures, this part of the paper

prioril}~ aims to offer a first illustration of the t}'pes of questions, corresponding analyses and

answers ~~ hich emanate from the ne~~ approach.

Different le~'els: clients, administration, scheme

The idea that factors influencing non-take-up are situated at different le~~els, and not only at the

client level, has been referred to earlier in the literature, but onl}' implicitl}' (SBC 1978, Adler

1977. Bendick 1980). Nevertheless, the literature on non-take-up contains much empirical

e~~idence on the importance of influential factors at the le~~els of scheme and administration, be

it that there is little direct proof. It is commonl}' acknowledged that the administration of

ser~~ices and benefits can ha~~e a great influence, generally, on what citizens actuall}~ receive

compared to what is originally intended by polic}~-makers (see, among others, Blau 1955,

Handler and Hollingsworth 1971, Kramer Gordon 1975, Catrice-Lore}~ 1976, Leibfried 1976,

Ringeling 1978, Lipsk~}~ 1980, Mashaw 1983, Vdalker 1985). About administrative influences

on the non-take-up of ineans-tested benefits in particular, however, little is yet kn.~wn exactl}..

This is especiall}~ so in the case of direct influences, which occur when administrators decide

wronglti~ to reject a claim, or when the}~ a~~~ard a smaller amount than a claimant is actually due.

Examples of such wrong decisions can be found in Berthoud (1983184) and Vos (1991). Other



studies have shown that administrators of ineans-tested social securit}~ schemes tend to make

decisions on the basis of biased and~or insufficient information (Howe 1985, Vos 1991, Beltram

iyR4, Knegt 1986), leading most probabl}~ to false rejections in at least some cases. ln

comparison with the direct influences, there is more documentation about irtdirect influences of

the administration on a scheme's non-take-up. Such indirect influences arise from practical

administrative arrangements and administrators' behaviour which can set constraints on clients

or la}~ stumbling blocks in their paths. Clear examples can be found in Briggs and Rees (1980),

Corden (1983 and 1987), Graham (1984), Richardson and Naidoo (1978), Davies and Ritchie

(1988). From these studies the main factors at the level of administration which enhance the

probability of non take-up can be summarized as follows: a way of handling claims and

claimants that is experienced by claimants as humiliating or degrading; combining a'service'-

and a'fraud control'-function; poor qualit}- of communication ~~~ith clients, giving insufficient

information and advice; using complex application forms: poor qualit}. of decision-makino, e.g.

taking decisions on the basis of insufficient information or on the basis of client stereot}~ping;

poor qualit}~ of technical administrative procedures, and; wrong interpretation of scheme rules

bv administrators. Recentl~.. Corden (1995) elaborated this list of main factors on the basis of

British findings and improved it b}~ offering and appl}'ing an alternative, sequential classification

of administrative aspects that are influential: aspects of information suppl}', of service provision,

and of application procedure and outcome. Corden presents a wide variet}~ of evidence on the

influence of these administrative aspects on non-take-up, and concludes that '...ever}. aspect of

administration can potentially affect take-up.' (p. 58).

Factors at the level of benefit structure will not lead direct]}~ to non-take-up. but indirectl}~,

because the}~ constitute to a large extent the context in which the behaviour of administrators

and clients takes place, thereby offering opportunities for and constraints on the behaviour of

both sets of actors. From the rather scattered information available we concluded elsewhere

(Van Oorschot and Kolkhuis Tanke 1989) that the probability of the occurrence of non take-up

is larger in schemes that: have a'density' (a large number) of rules and guidelines: contain

complicated rules; contain vague, i.e. imprecise, indistinct andlor discretionar}' entitlement

criteria; contain a means-test; supplement other sources of income; are aimed at groups in

society which are the subject of negative valuation; provide onl}' small amounts of benefit; leave

the initiative to start the claiming process full}' to the applicant; provide for a variet}' of

expenses (comprehensive schemes); provide for incidental instead of regular expenses, and;
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offer an unstable entitlement. Corden (1995) also applied this list to the British social securit~

s~~stem. and claimed to ha~~e found considerable supporting evidence as to its ~.alidit~~, at the

same time offering a fe~~~ additional features which certainl}~ are of relevance. She suggests that

not onl~. ma~~ a tes[ of ineans have a deterrent effect on take-up. but also, main]}~ because of

feelines of shame involved, a test of disabilit}~ (proof of which can be found in e.g. Bradshaw

and Lawton 1982, Blunn and Small 1984, Corden 1987). Furthermore, she suggests effects

from overlap and interaction between different benefits in respect of the criteria for entitlement,

from structural aspects of benefits which challenge cultural norms, and she rightl}~ points to the

fact that structural aspects of time influence (non) take-up. Of course. of the structural aspects

the presence of a means-test is most widely recognised as a factor inherentl}~ associated with

non-take-up.-

The three different levels - scheme structure, administration and client - can be distinguished

anal}~ticall}~ quite easil}~, but the research literature and revie~~~s of it sho~~~ that in practice the

factors influencing non take-up form a complex whole. V~'e propose to see non-take-up as the

result of a mix of interrelated factors from different interacting levels. These factors mai~ be

directl} or indirectl}~ influential and the actual mix of factors ma~ and usuallv will differ

between particular situations. i.e. bet~~~een different schemes. administrative arrangements, client

groups. times and places. Looking at the causes of non-take-up in this wa}- for one thing helps

us understand how different studies focusing on the reasons for non-take-up at the client level

have come to quite different, indeed sometimes opposite conclusions about the relati~.e influence

of separate factors, as e.g. 'knowledge', 'stigma', 'perception of eligibilit}~', and 'need' (see

Craig 1991 for examples). Namel}., these studies were about different schemes and different

client groups (pensioners, lone parents, working poor, or social assistance beneficiaries); the}-

were carried out at different times; in different places, and in the context of different

administrative arrangements. The view on the causes of non-take-up as a mix of multi-level

factors furthermore leads to recognizing that it is not onl}. citizens who are responsihle for the

problem of non take-up. Polic}~-makers and administrators also pla}~ their role and can be held

responsible. Den}~ing this would be a clear case of 'blaming the victim' (Townsenci 1979). As

' In most British empirical studies on non-take-up the relationship is taken for granted.

Elsewhere no opposing views or research results are present. See e.g. Bendick (1980) for the

American case. Leibfried (1976) and Hartmann (1985) for the situation in (the former West)

Germam~, and Van Oorschot (1995) for the Netherlands.
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for the question of primar}~ responsibilit}~ one must realise that often the ans~.er is just a matter

of which viewpoint is taken. For instance, who is responsible for the non-take-up resulting from

lack of sufficient knowledge by eligible people? Is it the clients, as is commonl~~ assumed, or

the administration, for not being active enough in distributing information and gi~~ing ad~~ice.

or the policy-makers, for designing a large number of complex, vague and therefore incompre-

hensible rules and guidelines?

The idea of the mix of multi-le~~el influences on non-take-up is schematicall}. presented in figure

1. It attempts to sho~;~ that full explanation of non-take-up requires us to take into account

factors operating at three levels, as well as the behaviour of three distinct groups of actors. The

le~~els are scheme, administration and client; the actors are policy-makers, administrators and

clients. Non-take-up is represented as the direct result of the specific beha~~iour of two groups

of actors: administrators (which ma}~ take false decisions regarding applications of clients) and

clients (~;~hich ma~~ omit putting in a claim or withdraw a claim). The third main group of

actors, polic}~-makers, is of importance because of their role in setting the scheme's rules, in

deciding on the budget and personnel available and outline the main factors of the scheme's

administration. In doing so polic}'-makers define the legal and organizational context in which

administrators and clients act. Clients also act within a specific administrati~~e context. That is.

their relevant knowledge, perceptions, attitudes, experiences and beha~~iour are all influenced

b~~ characteristics of the administrati~~e le~~el, like e.g. the amount and qualit~~ of information

and ad~.ice gi~~en, the barriers raísed in the practical procedures, the location of offices, and the

treatment b~' administrators.

It is this model ~~hich has guided our empirical anal}~ses of the causes of non-take-up present

at the le~~els of benefit structure and administration. These anal}~ses will be discussed later. First

~~~e shall digress on factors operating at the client level.
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Figure 1. Picture of the multi-level influences on non-take-up: an interacti~~e model

1`lodelling non-take-up at the client level

At the beginning of the 1980s, when Kerr presented his threshold model of the claiming

decision, the model was an important breakthrough in the 'conceptual clutter' which

characterized non-take-up research at that tíme (Craig 1991). The 'clutter' prevented a clear

view on the relative importance of separate factors found to influence non-take-up. The central

idea of Kerr's model was a solution to that problem. This idea holds that people will onl}'

decide to claim if the}' satisfj. six sequentially ordered conditions or, in Kerr's terms, have

crossed six thresholds. First, people have to perceive difficulties in making ends meet and

therefore a need for a benefir, if that threshold is crossed the}' have to become aware of a

benefit's existence; next the}' must perceive themselves eligible; the}~ have to perceive some

utilit~' of the benefit to meet their need; the total of their attitudes to benefit support must be

positive, and finall}; they must be in a stable situation (Kerr 1983). The solution to the problem

of assessing the relative importance of factors is rather simple: because of the postulated
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sequentialit}~, the first uncrossed threshold is taken to explain non-claiming. Consequentl}~, the

most important factor is the threshold which functions as a sufficient obstacle for the greatest

nu~~iber of non-claimants.

Kerr's model was applied heuristically, i.e. as a guiding framework for design and analysis, in

most of the studies on non-take-up which were carried out in the years after its introduction.'

The results of all these studies did not leave Kerr's model uncriticized. From revie~~s of these

studies (notably Craig 1991, Van Oorschot 1991 and in Van Oorschot 199~) the main critiques

can be summarized.

A first point is that the model is not valid in respect of the fundamental mechanisms at work.

That is, the logic of sequentially ordered thresholds does not seem to be adequate, because

several studies found: that many claimants had experienced high thresholds and had claimed

an}~ho~~; that extreme scores on a separate construct can overrule negative scores on other

constructs; and that covariation among constructs of the model exist (which latter Kerr also

found in his main stud~~). The alternative of a trade-off, as the fundamental logic underlying the

decision whether or not to claim, is therefore proposed by several authors, offering not only a

critique on the threshold character of constructs, but also on their order of appearance in Kerr's

model. Secondl}., the model seems to miss some fundamental factors, like: (1 j triggers, ~~~hich

are sudden disruptive events with the power of inducing claims quickl};(~ ) stronR negative

attitudes towards social security benefits and being dependent on socien~ in general. which have

the power to block any considerations and behaviour in respect of claiming at an early stage of

the decision process. (This latter distinguishes them from Kerr's fifth threshold v~~hich are also

general attitudes, but which are supposed to play a role later in the processj; (3j information:

although basic knowledge, i.e. being aware of a benefit's existence, is found to be a prerequisite

for claiming, the general role played by different aspects of information in the decision process

is neglected by Kerr. Aspects like the content of information and time at which this was

received, as well as the source and character of the information, and the extent to which eligible

people activel}~ search for or are open to information all pla}~ an important role in perceptions

of eligibility and utilit}~, and formatíon of attitudes; (4) time: Kerr's model is static in the sense

' See e.g. Corden 1983 and 1987, Corden and Craig 1991, Graham 1984, Ritchie and England

1984, Millar and Cooke 1984, Davies and Ritchie 1988, Van Oorschot 1992b and Van Oorschot

and Smolenaars 1993a.b and c.
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that it seems to concei~~e of non-take-up as a steady' state, reached once and for all after meeting

a serious threshold. Man}' studies, however, found relati~'el~' large numbers of dela~~ed

claimants. i.e. initial non-claimants ~~ho re-entered the decision process and put in a claim

eventuall}~. In addition, Kerr's model neither takes into account the duration of the different

stages in the decision process, nor the possibility of a certain period of non-take-up between the

decision to claim and actuall}~ receiving the benefit. Fina11}', the model is limited in scope, e~~en

as a client level model, because it is confined to the decision ~'hether or not to apply'. It

therefore excludes all the relevant factors in the total claiming process ~'hich are found to pla}~

a role before and after this decision. It notabl}' lacks the application stage which follou~s after

the decision.

Given these criticisms there is a need for an alternati~~e model in v~~hich the missing factors are

incorporated, as ~~~ell as the processes before and after the decision, and in v~~hich the threshold

mechanism is accorded less significance in favour of greater attention paid to trade-off and

tri~eer mechanisms. In ~'an Oorschot (1995) ~~'e have de~'eloped such a new model elaboratel}'.

Here this d~'namic model of benefit receipt is presented in figure 2.' Briefly~ explained the

figure expresses the following.

' The model in figure 2 is an unfolded and at the same time extended version of the so-called

'3-t model' which ~~e presented earlier in Van Oorschot 1991.
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The process of claiming is conceived of as taking place between two populations, namely those

who do not receive the benefit involved, and those who do.s It is of no matter in this respect

whether recipients or non-recipients are eligible or not. The core of the model, the process of

claiming. consists of three stages. V~'e conceive of the whole of the first stage as a threshold.

which has to be crossed before the second stage, in which more or less elaboratel}. the decision

is taken, can be reached. In the first stage the issue of claiming has to become salient which

asks firstly and necessarily for awareness of the scheme at issue. Having achieved such basic

knowledge, however, people still will be prevented from considering claiming if the}- perceive

to be ineligible (PE), if they have a really strong attitudinal barrier against claiming (AB), if

they do not perceive any need (N), or if they are in very unstable situation (US). People who

have crossed the first threshold stage enter the trade-off stage. That is, when people come as

far as considering claiming, they will trade off claim inhibiting and claim stimulating factors.

Factors im~olved here are perceptions of need, of eligibility and of utilit}', attitudes towards the

outcomes of claiming and perception of instabilit}' of one's situation. In case of a positive

outcome people will claim and thereb}' enter the third stage. This application stage finall}

results in receiving the benefit at issue, unless people ~~ithdraw their claim, or unless the claim

is rejected by the administration.

Time is incorporated in the model and passes from left to right. The fact that moving through

the claiming process will al~~~ays take at least some time is represented by the leaps bet~~-een the

separate stage-boxes, which leaps point to the existence of frictional non-take-up, then. Another

important time element is ref7ected in the model in that it allo~~~s people to leave the initial

claiming process and re-enter later on. This leaving and re-entering may even take place several

times. People who have entered the claiming process ma}' leave it for certain reasons: (1) they

may not pass the threshold stage and therefore not consider claiming; (2) without experiencing

a threshold, people may leave the process because they perceive inhibiting factors to outweigh

promoting factors in the trade-off stage, and; (3) people who decide to apply may still leave

because they withdraw their application, or have their claim rejected by the administration. If

people leave the claiming process they regain the status of inactive non-recipients. Re-entr}~ to

the claiming process ma}~ be induced by two main mechanisms, each containing two specific

factors. The first mechanism is gradual: people's circumstances graduall}' change and they are

s The model assumes that moving from the population of non-recipients to the population of

recipients is only possible by moving through this process as it is pictured. In the case of

benefits in which the initiative to apply is more or less taken over from the individual eligible

person by another actor (e.g. the administration of a scheme or a welfare institution) this ma~~

not be a valid assumption. Here we are concerned, however, with means-tested benefits, which

generally leave the initiative to apply entirely to the individual eligible person.
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a~~are of this bringing them into entitlement, or there is graduall}~ growing need, as people

move towards a situation in which they can no longer manage financiallv. The second main re-

entrance mechanism is through triggers, which sudden events make the issue of claiming (again)

instantly salient to people. Based on the literature we distinguished between the t~~~o main types

of need-related and information-related triggers. The effect of both gradual changes and triggers

can be threefold: either the}~ lower or make insignificant a previous threshold; or they induce

a change in the balance in the trade-off between opposing influences; or they induce re-starting

the application stage.

As for the start of the process, the model assumes that the first entry to the claiming process

takes place when people become aware (first hear) of the benefit's existence.~

The single box of information environment includes conceptually all relevant informational

factors. ~'e aaree with Vincent et al. (1991) that aspects of information such as content,

character. sources and channels, the time and place it is received and processed and the

resilience with which i[ is sought, are all factors ~~~hich may pla}~ an importan[ role during the

different stages of the claiming process. Else~~~here we argued for higher priority to be given

to refinin~ the information factor (Van Oorschot 1991). But. there are too mam~ aspects to it.

of which too little is kno~~~n yet, to make it feasible to incorporate the information factor into

our model at this stat?e. As such, then, the box of information em~ironment on the one hand

reflects the complexit}~ of the information factor, and on the other hand it reminds us that the

factor is important.

The dynamic model in figure 2 can directly be placed into the client level box of the interactive

model in figure 1. Such a placement would show clients' behaviour as the outcome of going

through the processes pictured in the dynamic model of benefit receipt, and the mode] would

be directly linked to the administrators' behaviour, because administrators may reject claims

v~~rongl}.. Such a placement would also express the ideas discussed earlier: that clients'

behaviour, and thus all the stages in the d}'namic model, take place in a specific admmistrative

and structural context, implying that they are influenced directly or indirectl}~ b}~ features of

administration and scheme structure.

~ We agree that in cases of clear ineligibility it is rather awkward to speak of a claiming process
starting from the moment of becoming aware of a benefit, for instance, in the case of an owner-
occupier hearing of a benefit scheme offering financial support in renting a house. Such cases
do not, however, undermine the general validity and applicability of the model: claiming by the
owner-occupier will, at the same point of hearing about the scheme directed at tenants, be
blocked by the (in this case right) perception of ineligibility.
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As a causal model the dynamic model of benefit receipt can be tested in empirical research.

Proper testing will raise, however, as with Kerr's model, a serious practical difficult~ . Namel~ .

strictlv it necessitates following non-recipients over time, which means that it calls for a

longitudinal design. The fundamental difficult}' here is that first measurements then influence

the salience of the topic of claiming among the people im~olved, and thus the phenomena w~hich

are studied: claiming processes and their outcomes. However, this methodological difficult}

does not detract from the model's value as an heuristic tool for future research. As a conunon

framework for study.ing the claiming and receiving of ineans-tested social securit}~ benefits, the

model shows the most important groups, concepts, stages and processes to be considered, and

their (chrono)logical connections. Most important in this respect is that it pictures both non-take-

up and take-up as states which may- be reached through different 'paths' or 'routes'.

The most direct path to take-up would be: when people are already aware of the benefit's

existence at the moment of becoming eligible: when the}~ do not experience thresholds at that

point; when the~. go on almost immediatel}~ to make a positive trade-off, thereb}~ quickl}

decidin~ to claim, and actually~ put in the claim; when they~ do not withdraw the claim

afterwards; and when finall}~ an award is made and the benefit is paid b}~ the administration

without much dela}~. In our model such a process could be pictured as an arrow running nearl}.

verticall}~ from the population of non-recipients to the population of recipients. In practice,

routine claiming by~ eligible people who have previously~ alread}~ received the benefit involved

probabl}~ comes close to this most direct path. At the other extreme the most direct path to non-

take-up might be represented b}~ an horizontal arrow~. This would show such a situation, when

people becoming eligible and not being aware of the benefit's existence remained ignorant right

up to the point at which they~ went out of eligibility. Between these two extremes there are man~~

other possible routes to take-up as well as to non-take-up. This possibilit~~ of following distinct

paths is connected not onl}~ with the existence of different types of (non) take-up, but also w~ith

the fact that cases of (non) take-up, although all of the same type, ma}~ still have quite different

causal backgrounds.

The theoretical ideas expressed in the figures 1 and 2 were applied in a cross-sectiona] study~

of non-take-up of ineans-tested benefits among elderly people (N - 1370) and socia' assistance

clients (N-520) in two major Dutch cities. In 1990I1991 surve}~s were carried out measuring

receipt of, and entitlement to, a number of national and local means-tested benefits. The survey~s

furthermore tried to measure extensive]}. the possible reasons and underl~ ing causes of non-take-

up. The main national schemes included in the stud}~ were housing benefit (HB) and special

assistance (SA). The main local schemes were exemption from pa}~ing propert~~ tax (EPT) and
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garbage tax (EGT), and the Nijmegen Declaration fund (Df).' The results of the surve}~s are

reported in full in Van Oorschot ( 1992b), Van Oorschot and Smolenaars ( 1993a,b and c), and

in Van Oorschot ( 1995). Here we present briefly some of the central outcomes w~hich relate to

the empirical validit}~ of the theoretical models introduced above.

Thresholds, trade-offs and triggers: analyses at the client le~-el

Let us first address the causes of the non-take-up found in our empirical stud} from the client

le~~el and focus on three main questions, which were derived from the main characteristics of

the d}~namic model of benefit receipt: (1) VVhat is the relative significance of different stages

in the claiming process?; (2) Which factors are of decisive influence within each stage?; (3)

V~'hat is the role pla}~ed b} dela}~ed claiming and b}~ trigger events?

Qt~estiott 1: stages rtt the clainting process

In contrast to earlier theoretical models the dvnamic model of benefit receipt contains three

fundamental and successive stages. Although much evidence exists to justif}. distinguishing the

three stages, there was nothing in existing reports about the extent to w~hich non-take-up can be

explained either by eligible people experiencing thresholds, b~~ negative outcomes of trade-offs

or b}~ unsuccessful progress through the application stage. A first aim here is to show~ the

relative importance of the stages, for the non-take-up found in our stud~~. Analvses were carried

out on 14 cases (that is, 14 combinations of benefits and sub-groups)`, and the main findings

are summarized schematicall}~ in iigure 3.

' Dutch housing benefit (Individuele Huursubsidie, IHS) is a nationa] scheme administered by
housing corporations and the Department of the environment. It offers a monthl}~ rer.t subsidv
to households who's rent is too high in relation to the income. Depending on the rent
households with an income up to about 150~ of the national minimum wage can be entitled.
Special assistance (Bijzondere Bijstandj was, at the time of the surveys, assistance for
households which face exceptional but necessar}~ costs. In 1991 the scheme has changed, though
not its main character (see Van Oorschot and Smolenaars 1993d on this). Dutch municipalities
lev}- propert}~ tax and garbage tax. Households on (ver}~) low incomes can be exempted from
paying these taxes. The Nijmegen Declaration fund is an example of a municipal fund which
offers small amounts of benefit to low income families with the aim of stimulating them to
participate in socio-cultural activities.

K There are four sub-groups: elderl}. people in Rotterdam and in Nijmegen, and social assistance
clients in both cities. Schemes included in the analyses here are: housing benefit, special
assistance, exemption from pa}~ing garbage tax, and the Nijmegen Declaration fund.
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This summarv shos~~s first of all that in the general case (that is, in most of the combinations

analvzed) most of the non-take-up can be explained b}~ the fact that non-recipients have not

succeeded in crossing existing thresholds: this counts for 60 i~ to 70 ~ of all eligible non-

recipients (in one case this was even 90 `~ ). In all cases these thresholds are either lack of basic

knowledge (i.e. not being aware of a scheme's existence), or a perception of ineligibilit}- as

opposed to perceiving oneself (possibl}') eligible. Generall}~. the knowledge threshold has a

greater role than the eligibility-threshold: about 50 to 60 `~ of the non-recipients experience the

first, and 10 to 20 `~ the second. Furthermore, in the general case the trade-off stage has onl}.

a minor role. because onl} about 20 to 35 `~ of the cases of non-take-up are due to negative

outcomes of a process in which promoting and inhibiting factors are weighed up against each

other. The application stage, measured as the proportion of unsuccessful claimants, is least

important. Up to IS ~ onl}~ of all cases of non-take-up are due to withdrawal of initial

applications, or subsequent rejection.

The figure 3 shows two important exceptions to this general picture. Among tie schemes,

housing benefit is the exception, because here ver}' small proportions of non-recipients, ranging

from onlv 2 to 12 `7 , are unaware of the scheme's existence. Here, the most important reason

for non-take-up is non-recipients' perception of ineligibilit}' (30 to 60 `7 ). However, note that
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compared to the general case, the importance of the overall threshold stage remains about the

same, and the role of the trade-off stage remains a minor one (but accounts for about 50 i~ in

an exceptiona] case). The role of the application stage is equall}~ small as in the general case.

P.mong the sub-groups, the social assistance clients from Nijmegen are the exception, again

because of the relativelv low proportion of non-recipients lacking basic knowledge (20 to 30 ~).

Compared to the general case, the threshold of perception of ineligibilit}~ as well as the trade-off

stage are more important. Again, however, the proportion of unsuccessful claims remains

equall}~ small. (Vdh}~ both exceptions exist will be become clear in the follo~~~in~ section).

Furthermore, the figure 3 implicitl}~ shows that the other three thresholds suggested b}~ the

dynamic model of benefit receipt - strong negative attitudes, ver}~ low perceived need and a ver}.

unstable situation - were not found in our anal}~ses: we did not find non-recipients with basic

knowledge who perceived themselves in a ver}~ unstable situation, and, although some non-

recipients had strong negative attitudes or ver}. lo~;~ need, the recipients were the same in this

respect, impl~~in~ that these characteristics do not ultimatel}. block claimin~. as the~~ would do

~~.ere thev thresholds.

So, far more than being the result of rational decisions, or of practical difficulties in appl}~ing,

the non-take-up found in our stud}~ generally is the result of people simpl}~ not being aware of,

or misinterpreting, their entitlement. The threshold stage pla}.s the most important role.

Qt~estioir 2: decisii~e,factors

The second question is which factors have a decisive influence within each of the three stages;

why do some people cross a threshold, while others do not; which factors pla}' a decisive role

in the trade-off stage, and what are the main reasons for claims to fail? The results of the

anal}~ses are schematicall}~ summarized in figure 4.
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The figure starts with client level factors influencing the achievement of the first and

fundamental threshold. basic knotit~ledge. The analyses showed that awareness was not related

to personal characteristics like nationalit}', gender, marital status, age, the presence of children

in the household, or education level. Rather, as shown by flgure 4, awareness is associated with

a number of variables which are commonl}' related to non-take-up, like need and attitudes.

There is a stronger and more consistent association, however, between awareness and

informational factors. Broader interpretations of our results were possible, which suggested that

awareness of the benefits at issue usually depends on five different underl}'ing factors; people's

need for information on benefits and subsidies (as derived from a need for financial support);

a general openness to such information (which is hindered by negative attitudes); how active

people are in monitoring and searching for information (seeking help, monitoring media);

whether the}. have and use formal and informal contacts as information sources; and personal

ability in dealing with information. We also found evidence suggesting that generally the activity

factor is more important among social assistance clients, while the contacts-factor is more

important among elderly people. 7he factors of ability, need and openness seem to ha~.e a more

llillversal sienificance.

Regardin~ the eligibilih~ threshold, the figure 4 shows that across all cases analyzed the chance

of crossing it is smaller for people: who expect a small amount of the benefit at issue; who

perceive little trouble in making ends meet; who have children living at home (interpreted as

evidence that people usually over estimate the influence of children's income on eligibility); who

first heard of the benefit at issue from the public media, and; who had not actively searched for

further information on the benefit. There were no clear exceptions to this universal pattern of

influences. Informational factors are also important here. Among the underl}~ing factors which

influence whether people cross the first threshold of basic knowledge, those of need, activity

and contacts also seem to be important for passing the eligibilit}~ threshold. There is a

difference, however. Crossing the basic knowledge threshold is influenced by informational

factors of a general nature: like the type of information source people usuall}~ use regarding

issues of benefits and subsidies, whether people usually have difficulties in understanding

relevant information, whether people usually search for information themselves or lo.~k for help

instead, etcetera. Perception of eligibility is not influenced by such general informational

factors, but b}~ benefit specific informational factors instead. What is important here is what

people know about the entitlement criteria for the specific benefit at issue, how much support

they expect from that specific benefit, from which source they first heard of that benefit, and
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how actively they searched for further information about it. Clearly, perceiving oneself to be

eligible requires more detailed information and more activitv in searching information than just

getting to know the existence of a scheme.

Together, the anal}~ses regarding the factors influencing crossing the thresholds of basic

knowledge and that of perception of eligibilit}~, have shed a new~ and clear light on w~hat is

happening in the earliest stage of the claiming process. This stage can now~ be draw~n in greater

detail, as in figure 5, which is an enlargement of the d}~namic model of benefit receipt in figure
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Figure 5. Adjustments to the earliest phase of the dynamic model of benefit receipt
(Enlargement of part of figure 2)

We could identify those factors that usually play a decisive role in the trade-off stage by

comparing recipients with the non-recipients who crossed all thresholds, and who were not

unsuccessful claimants. As the figure 4 shows three main patterns were found. The first was

specific for all cases regarding housing benefit. The non-recipients at issue are less convinced

of their eligibility than recipients, and on average they expect a smaller amount of benefit. A

second pattern was found to be typical for social assistance clients. In the trade-offs made by

this group (irrespective of city or t}~pe of scheme) perception of eligibilit}~ plays an important

role, as well as need (indicated by the time already spent depending on general social

assistance). Non-recipients are less com~inced of their eligibility than the recipients were when

they applied, and in most cases non-recipients have lesser need than recipients. The general

pattern found among the elderl}~ people was quite different from that among the social assistance

clients. Generally, the outcomes of trade-offs made by elderly people are inf7uenced decisively
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b}' attitudinal factors. Non-recipient elderl}' people who have come as far as trading off

opposing factors usuall}' are inhibited from claiming b}~ their fear of the practical difficulties.

and because the}' perceive the benefits at issue as a matter of charit}~ instead of as rights. So.

the concepts suggested b}~ the d}'namic model of benefit receipt as pla}~ing a role in the trade-off

stage (perception of need, perception of eligibilit}', perception of utilit}~ and attitudes) are

cercainl}' all of importance, but not in all cases. Their influence differs according to t}~pes of

benefit and sub-groups.

Regarding the third applicatiori stage, anal}'sis of the reasons for unsuccessful claiming shov~~ed

that v~~ithdraw'a] of claims occurred more often than their rejection b}~ administrators. The

reasons for withdraw~al usuall}~ are of tw'o kinds. One relates to practical difficulties encountered

during the application process, w'hich apparentl}~ could not be overcome. In this respect

respondents mentioned trouble with filling in forms, unclear information and 'bureaucratic

hassle'. The other kind of reason is claimants' perception of lo~~ utilit}. of the benefit the}' have

applied for ('not worth it', 'small amount'). Apparentl}', during the application process, people

eot some indication of their entitlement and ~~'ere disappointed.

Qi~estion 3: dela~'ed claiming and triggers

The third question ~~as about the role pla}'ed b}' dela}ed claiming and b}' triggers.

There w'as dela}~ed take-up of al] schemes, var}~ing from 5`7 to as much as 45 ~ among the

recipients of the different sub-groups. Within groups, delayed take-up was generally more

conunon in respect of special assistance, exemption schemes and the Nijmegen Declarationfund,

v~.hile it v~'as least common in the case of housing benefit. Because this is a similar order to that

found for the rates of non-take-up (shown table 1), we suggest that the extent of non-take-up

and the extent of delayed take-up (or of temporary non-take-up) are positivel}' related: higher

non-take-up generally goes w~ith a higher degree of dela}'ed take-up. This in turn w~ould indicate

that temporar}' and permanent non-take-up are subject to the same underlying factors and

processes, which in fact is implied by the d}'namic model of benefit receipt presente~ in figure

2.
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Table 1. Non-take-up rates (Percentages)

I II III I~"

Housing benefit 26 2? 8 20
Special assistance 63 50 53 7~
Exemption properh~ tax 40 38 16 SO
Exemption garbage tax 70 69 2~ 54
Declarationfund 54 7?

1 - social assistance clients Rotterdam II - elderlv people Rotterdam
111 - social assistance clients I~'ijmegen IV - elderlv people Nijmegen

V~~ith regard to the role of triggers, our anal}'ses aimed at answering questions vv~hich have never

been properl~~ addressed in previous research, like: to w~hat extent are claimants induced to

claim b}~ specific events in their lives; what kiads of event usuall}- pla~~ the most important

roles, and; do role and t}'pe of claim inducing events var}~ according to different stages of the

claiming process? A first conclusion from the anal~~ses ~ras that triggers have a universal

importance in the take-up process, because 70 to 80 ~ of all recipients said the~~ ~~ere induced

to claim b}~ a specific event. These events ma`. var~~ considerabl~- in nature. but most of the

events mentioned are either need-related or inforn~ation-related. New, but expected, findings

are the apparent trends ~~e discovered. Need-related triggers were mentioned more in the case

of benefits ~~~hich are directed at substantial costs (housing benefit and special assistance), ~'hile

information-related events were mentioned more in the case of benefits ~~hich are directed at

relativel~~ low costs (exemption from paying garbage tax and Declarationfund). Furthermore,

compared to the non-delayed recipients, a greater proportion of dela~~ed recipients reported

having been triggered. and the~. tended to be induced more b}' information-related events

(advice) than need-related events.

CO11Cj1lSlOi7

A first conclusion from appl}'ing the dvnamic model of benefit receipt is that it resuits in clear

ans~~ers to the question of why some people receive a benefit to ~'hich they are entitled, and

others do not. The ans~~ers are described in the summar}' above and need not be repeated here.

Secondly, the dynamic model of benefit receipt is a general model in the sense that it abstracts

from specific cases, and it tries to cover the essentia] mechanisms and factors underlying non-

take-up. In this sense the model ~~ould be inadequate if it did not demonstrate the main patterns
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in the factors influencing non-take-up in different cases. On the other hand, the model~s

adequac}. also depends on whether it allo~~.s ~~er}~ specific patterns to emerge. As we ha~~e seen.

the model is adequate on both counts. A third reason for us to confirm the adequac}~ of the

d~~namic model of benefit receipt is that it directs attention to the need to stud}~ issues pre~ iousl}~

neglected, but which proved to be of importance. Vde mean here: the presence and role of the

trigger factor as a claim provoking mechanism, the role of the application stage as manifested

in unsuccessfu] claims, the presence of dela}~ed claiming, and the influence of what was broadi~~

called 'informational factors'. Our findings demonstrate their importance, and point to the

model's adequac}~ in this respect. Fourthl~~, there is support for the adequac}~ of tl~e model in

the considerable overlap between the empirical findings and the fundamental premises of the

model regarding the role and place of the separate main concepts. For instance, we showed that

separate concepts, ]ike need, utilit}~, attitudes and informationa] factors, usuall~~ pla}~ a role at

more than one place in the claiming process. This challenges assumptions of previous models.

but it is suggested explicitl}~ b}~ the dynamic model. So, all in all, we conclude that the d}~namic

mode] of benefit receipt is an adequate common framework ~~~hich can be applied for the stud}~

of claiming and recei~~ing means-tested benefits.

1~Iixes of multi-le~-el influences

In the pre~~ious section ~~~e summarized the causes of non-take-up occurrino at the client level.

Guided b~- the d~~namic mode] ofbenefit receipt, differences bet~~~een characteristics of recipients

and non-recipients were at the heart of the anal}~ses.

The present section summarizes the results of exploring influencing factors operating at the

other two relevant levels of scheme structure and administration. The explorator}~ anal}~ses were

guided heuristicall}' b}' the interactive model of figure 1. The emphasis is on the term

'exploring', because up till now hardl}~ an}~thing is known about the issues to be raised. The

ana11'ses we shall present ha`~e been made possib]e b}~ the multi-benefit design of our stud}-, a

t}.pe of design which is rare in non-take-up research.

There were two leading questions which directed the analyses of factors from different levels:

(1) wh}~ do non-take-up rates differ according to t}~pes of benefit and sub-groups, and; (2) ho~~~

to explain concentrations of take-up and of non-take-up, that is, what exnlains wh}~ some of the
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people who are entitled to two or more benefits take up all their entitlements (full-use), while

others do not take up any (non-use)? Let us start with the first question.

Piffereiices among rates of noit-take-up

That we have found considerable non-take-up of the schemes included in our stud}~ among the

four sub-groups is in itself not surprising because all these schemes are means-tested and all

supplement existing sources of finance for those entitled. Vdhat does attract attention, however,

is that there is such a wide variation in the percentages found, from S`~ to as much as 72 ~.

As table 1 shows rates differ among sub-groups for the various schemes, as well as among

schemes for the various sub-groups. The focus in this section is hoti~ to understand this

variation.

For the sake of brevity we shall discuss here two main patterns which encompass all sub-

groups9: (1) the fact that within each of the four sub-groups, non-take-up of housing benefi[

is relativelv (ver}-) low compared to that of the other schemes, and; (2) the fact that the non-

take-up of ever}- scheme is lo~~er among the Nijmegen social assistance clients than among the

other sub-groups."'

U Other remarkable patterns are, for instance, the fact that among the two Rotterdam sub-groups
the highest non-take-up is that of exemption from pa}~ing garbage tax. The core of the
explanation which ~~e found was that this loca] exemption scheme, in the earlv 90s, quite
suddenl}~ was transformed into a scheme with very generous entitlement criteria. This had an
effect of creating suddenl}. a large "market of eligible people". However, the administration of
the scheme (the Rotterdam municipal tax department) was ver}~ reserved in bringing the scheme
to the attention of the Rotterdam low income families: it did not tr}~ to activel}~ "conquer" the
new market. Another pattern is the fact that among the two Nijmegen sub-groups it is special
assistance and the Declarationfund which have high(est) non-take-up. The core of the
explanation for this was that both are comprehensive schemes providing for a large variet}' of
q~pes of cost. Such schemes are difficult for eligible people to understand, and the problem for
their administration is that the}' are difficult to "promote": their broad coverage means that
information campaigns cannot give exact and clear information.

"' With the sole exception of special assistance. Looking for an explanation it turned out to be
the case that in the period before and during the fieldwork the Nijmegen social workers had
been restrained in granting special assistance, because of internal misunderstattdings and
obscurities about the budget available for the scheme. Part of the problem wa~ related to
publicl}~ discussed worries about the cit}~'s critical financial situation as well as the introduction
of a new system of providing for public transport costs of low income families. The result was
that the scheme did not feature in the information directed at the clients of the social service,
and it was discussed more reluctant]}~ in personal contacts. There were thus strong influences
on non-take-up from administrative level factors.
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Housi~rg Benefit versus the other schemes: Why~ housing benefit consistentl~~ has the lo~;~est non-

take-up rate among the schemes involved cannot be understood full}. fmm client level factors

alone, because there is a large overlap of 80`7 to 90`'I between its population of eligible people

and the populations of the other schemes. That is, to a large degree the people invol~.ed in the

high take-up of housing benefit are the ver}~ same people involved in the low take-up of the

other schemes. Therefore, the answer mainl}~ has to come from comparisons of characteristics

of structures of schemes and of administrative practices.

At the structural leve] we compared the position of housing benefit on the factors mentioned

in a previous section as enhancing the probability of non-take-up, with the position of the other

schemes. Housing benefit is no different from the other schemes in respect of it being means-

tested and supplemental to other sources of income. The scheme is not much less complicated,

nor does it contain much clearer entitlement conditions, and as the other schemes it leaves to

the applicant the initiative to start the claiming process. Nevertheless, housing benefit does have

some distinctive structural features which create a strongl}~ claim promoting context. These

features are related to the tti.pes of household and the types of cost at which housing benefit is

directed. as well as to features of the benefit itself. The following mix of favourable

characteristics is ty~pical for Dutch housing benefir. housing benefit offers a relativel`~ large

amount of benefit which is awarded for a whole year; the scheme is directed at a single t}~pe

of expense which recurs regularl}~ (monthly rent); it offers a stable entitlement over a period

of some vears (entitlement criteria do not change much, and most people do not move

frequentl}~); it has a fixed application date (making possible well-targeted campaigns); counts

as means last year's taxable income (which for clients is a rather easy definition of the means-

test), and finall}~: it is not directed only at the poorest households, i.e. it is less selective

(depending on rent families with incomes up to about 150 r~ of the minimum wage ma}. be

entitled).

We also compared housing benefit's position at the administrati~~e level with that of the other

schemes. Relevant features apparent to us were that the atmosphere surrounding the housing

benefit application process is less dominated by the administration's function of fraud control,

and most importantly that each year during June, the month preceding the application date of

1 July~, housing corporations undertake intensive and well-targeted information campaigns

directed at stimulating housing benefit take-up. Both these claim promoting administrative

features are directly~ linked to certain structural features of the scheme. The first is linked to the
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fact that housing benefit counts as means last year's taxable income (which is eas}~ to check in

most cases), and the second to the fixed application date (campaigns of the quality and intensit}~

of those organised b}' the housing corporations in June could not be sustained throughout the

~~ear).

To complete the exploration of multi-level influences we compared at the clre~tt level the people

eligible for housing benefit with those eligible for the other benefits on two sets of factors: (1)

benefit specific informational factors, including: awareness of a benefit; the t}~pe of source of

the first information about the benefit; the degree of knowledge of the entitlement criteria, and

whether people have searched intensivel}~ for information about the benefit, and; (2) image

factors, including the expected amount of a specific benefit; the perceived character of the

benefit (i.e. whether one sees it mainl}. as a right or as a matter of charit}~); the expected degree

of disapprova] from acquaintances with regard to claiming the benefit, and the expected

difficult}~ of appl}.ing for that benefit. The anal}~ses showed that the high take-up of housing

benefit can be understood at the client level from the facts that it is a much better kno~;~n

scheme, and also a more acceptable scheme. That is, among its population of eligible people

the level of awareness is much higher compared to other schemes (nearl}~ 100 i~ against on

average 75 ~) and, in contrast to the other schemes, it is thought to offer large amounts of

benefit, be eas~~ to appl~~ for and being less stigmatized (more seen as a matter of right and ]ess

expected disapproval of acquaintances).

The structural and administrative features mentioned form the context in which the claiming

behaviour of the eligible people takes place, and some of these features are directl}~ linked to

factors found to pla}~ a role at the client level. That is, the higher level of basic knowledge is

directl}- linked to the intensive claim promoting activities undertaken at the administrative level,

~~hich are specific for housing benefit. And the image factors are linked to administrative as

w~el] as to structural features: the justified expectation of substantial amounts of benefit, of being

easier to get ( lirilced to simpler means-test, more information and help), and of being less

stigmatized ( linked to less fraud control and less selectivit}.).

All in all, the multi-level mix of linked factors explaining the high take-up of housing benefit

implies that it is a means-tested benefit with a low overall 'threshold value'. Yet there are

households on lo~~ incomes who do not claim it. Given the claim promoting mix just sketched

one might wonder whether such people have particular characteristics, and if so, whether these

might explain wh}~ the}. do not claim an 'eas}.' benefit like housing benefit. Later we shall see
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that the non-recipients of housing benefit have extraordinarilv high chances of being i~oi~-users,

i.e. of claiming none of the other benefits to which the~. are entitled. Vde shal] sketch the

particular characteristics of these non-recipients in the section ~~hich addresses non-use.

The Nijmege~i social assistance clients t~ersus the other st~b-groi~ps: In order to understand the

factors causing the pattern that the non-take-up rates of all schemes are lower among the

Nijmegen social assistance clients than among the other sub-groups, we shall again look for

explanations at different levels. However, the structural level is irrelevant here because we are

dealing with a phenomenon that is a group characteristic, and which goes be}~ond the structure

of separate benefits. Furthermore, the structures of the separate schemes involved do not differ

among the sub-groups.

Starting at the client level we compared the Nijmegen social assistance clients with the other

sub-groups on: (1) common concepts in non-take-up research, including: basic knowledge of

schemes, perceptions of need and utilit}~ of schemes, and general attitudes; (2) general

informational aspects, including: difficulties generall}~ experienced in understanding information.

perception of availabilit}~ of information, main source of information generall~. used, and having

received advice to claim: (3) personal characteristics (compared onl}- with the Rotterdam social

assistance clients), like: sex, age, marita] status, household composition and nationalit}-. The

analyses revealed that the Nijmegen social assistance clients as a group do not differ from the

Rotterdam clients on the personal characteristics. So, here there is no explanatioi~ of the

favourable take-up position of the Nijmegen sub-group. Furthermore, the Nijmegen clients do

not differ on an}~ of the common concepts: the}~ have comparable levels of need (indicated b}.

disposable income and perception of making ends meet), they attach the same degree of utilit}~

to certain amounts of benefit, and the}~ have the same attitudes towards administrators and their

behaviour, towards (completing) application forms, giving personal information when appl}~ing

for benefits. (dis)approving reactions of acquaintances, and towards benefits and subsidies in

general. There were clear differences, however, regarding the informational aspects. The

Nijmegen social assistance clients had clearl}. higher levels of basic knowledge, less difficult}~

in understanding information, the}' perceived more information as being readil}~ available, and

as a group they had experienced greater encouragement to claim. That from these factors their

favourable take-up position can be understood became clearer when we anal}~zed the factors at

the administrative level. The most significant finding from comparing the administrative context

of the sub-groups was, ver}~ briefly, the fact that the Nijmegen social service was speciall}~
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active in informing its clients about other benefits and subsidies in addition to general social

assistance benefit. This happened not only by means of well-targeted, up-to-date written

information, but also during personal contacts with their clients. The multi-level mix of

influencing factors explaining the high take-up of schemes among the Nijmegen social assistance

clients thus can be summarized as: the active Nijmegen social service created a claim promotin~

environment for its clients, resulting in a favourable informational position, and thus in higher

take-up.

Coiiclusions: Overlooking the explanations regarding differences in non-take-up rates, a first

general conclusion is that at the client level, as in the case of the analyses in the previous

section, the level of basic knowledge plays a central role. In the previous section differences

in basis knowledge were analyzed it~ithiii groups of eligible people and explained by client level

factors, like people's need for information on subsidies and benefits and the other factors

mentioned in figure 5. Findings in the present section indicate that differences in levels of basic

knowledge benreen groups of eligible people do not only depend on the distribution of such

characteristics among the groups of eligible people compared, but also strongl~- on the extent

to w'hich the context surrounding claiming decisions and claiming behaviour tends to promote

basic knowledge or not. That is, people eligible for housing benefit and the Nijmegen social

assistance clients as a whole have exceptionally high levels of awareness, not because they are

special people, but because at the administrative level they are both exposed to an exceptionally

high level of information to clients. This leads on to the second main conclusion, which is that

the administrative level seems to play a most important role in the multi-level mix of inf7uencing

factors. If administrations are actively targeting information, the}' can enhance levels of

awareness and therefore the level of take-up. A third main conclusion is that claim promoting

structural elements can be divided into those which facilitate matters at the administrative level,

b}' providing the conditions in which well-targeted information and advice activities can be

designed and implemented (such as e.g. a fixed application date, being directed at a single type

of expense or being directed at a regular expense), and those which facilitate matters at the

client level, by promoting a positive image of a scheme (like e.g. not being targeted only at the

poorest, or by offering a certain type of benefit, e.g. a larger amount or a more stable

entitlement). Finall}', a recurrent comment in the research literature is that lack of basic

knowledge is too easy and superficial an explanation of non-take-up, and that the deeper causes

are situated in fundamental negative attitudes. If this were true in our research we would have
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found combinations of high levels of basic knov~~ledge together ~~ith high levels of non-take-up.

Clearl~~, v~~e have not found such combinations.

Concentratioiis of (no~r)tafie-i~p

In a multi-benefit situation, ~~hen people are entitled to more than one benefit at the same time.

three situations are possible. People may take up al] their different entitlements: w~e call this

concentration of take-up and describe such people as making full use of benefits. Other people

ma}~ not take up an}~ entitlement: ~~e call this concentration of non-take-up and refer to their

situation as one of non-use. Yet others take up some but not all of their entitlements: those ~~ho

make part use of the overall system. The question put here, in order to explore the multi-level

influences on non-take-up, is ho~~ concentrations of take-up and of non-take-up might be

explained.

In a first step, N~e sha11 describe the extent of full-use and non-use among the four sub-groups

of our stud~~, follov~~ed by an exploration of the factors and processes ~~hich influence such

amounts.

The si~e of the co~rcentratiorts: Table 2 sho~~s the concentrations of take-up and non-take-up

among the four sub-groups ~~ith regard to the overall programmes formed by the four main

benefits of housing benefit (HB), special assistance (SA), exemption from paying garbage tax

(EGT), and exemption from paying propert}' tax (EPT). V~'e see that, generally, minorities of

about a quarter to a third are full-users, and some 159 to 20 ~ are non-users. The majorities

are part-users. An exception to this pattern is the group of Nijmegen social assistance clients

among ~~hich full-use is much more common ( a majority of 61 `i~ ) and non-use hardly exists

(only 4 i~ ). What is reassuring is that in all the sub-groups full-use is more comrnon than non-

use. and that non-use in itself occurs onl}- to a rather small degree ( maximall}~ one fifth).

However, from another perspective the figures indicate a serious ineffectiveness in the overall

progratnme: the percentages of households not making full-use of its various entitlements are

high, ranging from 64 ~ to 76 ~~ in the typical cases.
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Table 2. Concentrations of (non)take-up among those ha~~ing more than one entitlement.
(Percentages (numbers))

I II III I~'

full-users 24 33 61 36
(N) (48) (39) (89) (40)
part-users 56 52 35 49
(N~ (113~ (62) (50) (55)
non-users 20 15 4 15
(N~ (41) (18) (6) (17)
7ota1 100 100 100 100
(N) (202) (119) (14~1 (1 L'1

I - social assistance clients in Rotterdam
II - elderl}' people in Rotterdam
III - social assistance clients in Nijmegen
I~' - elderly people ín Nijmegen

Factors underh~ing conce~itratiorrs: Concentratio~ts usually indicate the existence of factors and

processes which operate such that somehow take-up of one benefit in the overall programme

systematicallv goes along with take-up of the other benefits, while non-take-up of one is

associated with non-take-up of others. How~ever, concentrations can occur also among benefits

which operate independentl}~ within an overall programme, a necessar}~ condition being onl}~ that

there is a certain amount of overlap between the groups of people entitled to the separate

benefits. Concentrations of (non)take-up are then just the result of chance-processes, instead of

s~~stematic inf7uences.

So, a first step in anal}~zing the factors underlying full-use and non-use is to see whether

(non)take-up of the benefits involved is completely independent for each benefit. If it is not,

other factors than just overlapping entitlements apparently are at work. Analyses revealed that

(non)take-up of the four different benefits involved in the overall programme is not completely

independent, because in all sub-groups we found significant bivariate correlations between the

(nonltake-up of different pairs of benefits. So, it is worth looking for factors and processes

which systematicall}~ influence concentrations of (non)take-up.

Starting point for our further analyses is, that the role of the take-up of a certain benefit in the

overall concentration of take-up is indicated b}' the extent to which claimants of that benefit,

who are entitled to at least one more benefit, belong to the full-users rather than the part-users.

Analogously, the extent to which non-claimants of a specific benefit, again who are entitled to
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at least one extra benefit, belong to the non-users rather than the part-users indicates the role

of that benefit's non-take-up in the overall concentration of non-take-up. The tables 3 and 4

show~ these roles. We shall look at these tables on full- and non-use in detail, but in separate

sections. because the discussions of both tables ~~ill lead to further anal}~ses and interpretations.

Let us start v~'ith the concentration of take-up, i.e. ~~ith full-use.

Full-use: As the index figures in table 3 show', for most benefits the chance, of those of their

claimants who are entitled to at least one other benefit being full-users, is considerably greater

than average (up to 2 or 3 times). In these cases there is a tendenc}~ for take-up of the one

benefit somehow to stimulate take-up of the other benefits. Ho~~ever, there are t~~o clear

exceptions to this genera] tendenc}'. Take-up of housing benefit is onl}' slightl}' associated v~'ith

take-up of the other schemes, and among the Nijmegen social assistance clients mutual

stimulation exists, but is on a low~er level too. Anal}'ses of how these patterns can be understood

~~ill show us the factors underl}'ing full-use. The results of such anal}~ses (reported at fu]] in

Van Oorschot 1995) are summarized schematicall}~ in figure 6. Let us see ~'hat it savs in main

lines.
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Table 3. Claiming benefit X and the chance of belonging to the FULL-users ( among those
~~ho are entitled to more than one benefit)

I II III I~'

A~-erage proportion of respondents ~-ho are entitled to more than one benefit and belong
to the full-users group
(Percentages (numbers))

24 33 61 36
(48) (39) (89) (40)

Proportion of claimants of benefit X w~ho are entitled to more than one benefit and belong
to the full-users group
(Percenta~es (numbers))

Housine benefit 30 39 67 4~
(42) (3~) (87) (39)

Special assistance 56 67 9] 81
(13) (~?) ('0) (13)

E~emption garba~e ta~ 71 80 8~i 8~
(~~) (~0) (7~) ('9)

Exemption propem ta~ ~8 70 81 87
('-6) ('1) (~0) (1-I)

Proportions indexed on a~-erage proportion
(inde~)

Housin~ benefit 1 ~~ 1 18 ] 09 1~~
Special assistance 233 203 149 ?~~
Eiemption garbaQe ta~ ?9~ ?-I? 137 '36
E~emption propem~ ta~ 200 ~ 1~ 13? ?-11

I - social assistance clients in Rotterdam
II - elderlv people in Rotterdam
III - social assistance clients in Nijmegen
IV - elderl~ people in Nijmegen
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Figure 6. A sununar} representation of the main factors underh~ing full-use

The picture firstl}' shows that there is alway~s a chance of full-use when entitlements to schemes

in the overall programme overlap. It furthermore expresses, through the coupling of the box

'HB take-up' to that of 'overlap of entitlements', our finding that the chance of claimants of

housing benefit also using the other benefits is mostly due to chance-processes present within

the s}'stem of overlapping entitlements. This is indicated in itself b}' the index-figures in table

3, which are ver~' low in case of housing benefit. But furthermore, as could be expected from

these lo~~~ index-figures, we found that there is nothing in the structure or in the administration

of housing benefit which could stimulate take-up of the other schemes: entitlements to housing

benefit do not depend on receipt of the other benefits, and the housing benefit administration

does not give an}~ information on these other benefits. On the other side, we found that

entitlements to the other schemes depend on the amount of housing benefit received. but in the

general case, despite a budgetan' interest being present", this structural relation is not

" Amounts of housing benefit received reduce entitlement to the other schemes. Stimulating

take-up of housing benefit thus would result in lower expenditures for these other schemes.

Remarkabl}' such stimulation does not take place in the general case.
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translated into administrative actions stimulating take-up of housing benefit: generall}~ the

administrations of the other schemes do not check entitlement to housing benefit of those of

their claimants who say not to receive it, nor do they give information about housing benefit.'-

Clearly, housing benefit has an isolated position in the overall progranune.

The index-figures in table 3 sho~' that in case of the other schemes there is mutual stimulation

of take-up. However, in the case of the Nijmegen social assistance clients this is relativel}~ ]ov~~.

At first sight this is surprising. because we have seen in table 2 that in their case the overall

programme is better integrated (higher full-use) than it is among the other sub-groups. In other

words, we find that among the Nijmegen social assistance clients there is a large degree of full-

use (and thus of associated take-up), but low mutual stimulation of take-up among the schemes

of the programme. This can be understood when we realize that the high level of programme-

integration reflects the fact that the non-take-up rates of the separate benefits are exceptionall}'

lo~~~ among the sub-group at issue. Thus the factors underlying these lo~r rates also underl}' the

hich deeree of full-use and association. In the previous section ~~.e saw that the main explanation

for the lo~~~ rates lies in the active role played by the Nijmegen municipal social service in

giving their clients (the social assistance beneficiaries) extensive, timely and well-targeted

information on all relevant benefits and subsidies. It is easy to see that such activities form the

common stimulating factor behind the take-up of schemes among the Nijmegen social assistance

clients, leading to the high levels of full-use and association. This typical situation is expressed

in the figure 6 bti' the place and content of the 'group III' box.

Regarding the associations for those cases which are not exceptional ~~~e looked systematically

for possible explanations at the levels of scheme structure, administration and clients. A first

factor might be structr~ral relationships between the three schemes. More specifically. if being

entitled to and thus receiving a benefit X depends on receiving a benefit Y, one might expect

that Y's take-up is stimulated by claiming X. For people claiming X are likely to hear or read

about Y during that process which may set off a claim for Y. Similarly, the issue of Y-receipt

might be brought up by X's administration, which may even have some interest in stimulating

claims for Y among their clients. However, there are no structural relationships between the

'- When asked for the reason for such passivit}', individual administrators, their managers and

policy-makers generall}' answered alike. They agreed that it would be good policy to pay

attention to the take-up of housing benefit, but that they were too bus}' dealing with the benefit

for which they were primarily responsible. and that, in any case, housíng benefit was too

complex.
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three schemes involved here. Therefore, factors with a role in forming the associations betw~een

the take-up of these schemes have to be sought at the client or administrative le~~el. V~'ith regard

to the admiitistratii~e lei~el, our impression. formed during our visits to the respective

administrative bodies, is that the associations at issue have little to do w-ith administrative

activities. For, administrations do not directh~ stimulate the use of benefits other than the one

the}~ are responsible for. Ho~~ever, there is an indirecr stimulus which has some influence on

full-use.'' Namelv, all three schemes at issue are instruments within the broader local income

assistance policies of Nijmegen and Rotterdam. V~'ithin the overall framew.ork of administration

of that broader polic}~ the~~ are often promoted and explained together, for example in the same

advertisement or brochure, on the same poster, or presented together in meetings with citizens.

local radio programmes and local new~spaper articles. Therefore, some one w~ho is preparing a

claim for X, and considering information about that benefit, w.ill have a high chance of also

hearing or reading about 1', i.e. of passing the first threshold in Y's claiming process. In other

w~ords, the broader administrative level creates an environment in which claiming one of the

local schemes enhances the chance of claiming the others." This point is pictured in figure 6

as the 'overall programme's informational environment'. Looking now~ at the cliPiit leti~el, here

too there ma}~ be factors associating take-up of one benefit in the programme w~ith that of other

benefits. More specificall}-, it is possible that full-users are special people. in the sense that e.g.

the}. t}~picall}~ have no strong negative feelings about claiming, are very need}~, usuall}~ look

activel}~ for information on benefits and subsidies, or find small amour.ts of extra income ver}-

important. Our data enabled us to explore the influence of this kind of factor. ~'`'e included in

our anal}~ses three sets of possibl}~ relevant variables. These sets are the same as those used in

the analyses exploring explanations for differences in basic knowledge: one set of personal

characteristics, one of the 'common' concepts in take-up research (need, utilit}~, attitudes), and

one of genera] informational factors.

Amone the social assistaiiceclients we found that the full-users have more difficulties in making

ends meet, the}' have stronger positive attitudes towards benefits and subsidies in general, but

also tow~ards (completing) application forms, and the}~ usuall}~ monitor public media for

" Note that w.e exclude from this discussion the exceptional cases, i.e. the Nijmegen social
assistance clients and thus the role pla}~ed b}~ the Nijmegen social service.

" This interpretation is supported b} the fact that housing benefit is not a local scheme, as such
is not present within that broader environment, and has hardly an}~ association with the take-up

of the other schemes.
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information on benefits to a greater extent, as well as searching for relevant information

themselves. These findings suggest that the full-users among the social assistance clients have

a higher level of (perceived) need, have a higher degree of openness regarding issues of

(claiming) benefits, and they are more active in monitoring and searching for information on

these issues.

Also the full-users among the elderll~ people have some typical characteristics. First, the full-

users typicall}~ are ~tot found among the people who have children living at home. Probably,

such children support their parents financiall}~, or the elderl}. people overestimate the role that

children's incomes pla}' in the means-tests for the benefits at issue. Secondly, full-use among

elderly people is stimulated strongly by having debts. The explanation for this most probably

is that elderly people with debts have a high chance of coming into contact with welfare and

social security institutions, thus getting to know about benefits and being advised to claim. ~~'ith

regard to attitudes, full-users among the elderly people are more positive about the practical

aspects of claiming such as (completing) application forms and giving personal information

when appl}~ing. And finallv, thev use institutions as their main general source of information

to a greater extent. This can be interpreted as evidence that take-up among elderly people

strongl}~ depends on whether the}' have contacts with institutional bodies in the broad field of

social polic}~. So, in terms of the more broadly defined concepts, the full-users among the

elderlti. people experience less need, they have a higher degree of openness, and the}~ have more

contacts (through having debts, and as a result of using institutions as sources of information).

Note that the difference found here between social assistance clients and elderlv people, in terms

of strongl}' promoting factors, is the same as was found in the previous section. Namely, there

we concluded that the activity-factor was more important in the case of the social assistance

clients, while the contacts-factor was more important among the elderlv people.

To conclude, our exploratory analysis of the concentration of take-up shows that the extent of

full-use in a programme consisting of several benefits ma}~ be influenced by structural,

administrative, and client level factors. Structural features of the benefits invol~~ed in our study

'automaticall}'' led to concentration of take-up because they implied overlapping en:itlements.

But, structural features as such did not mutually stimulate take-up of the schemes. Secondl}.,

we showed that particular welfare institutions can strongly stimulate take-up of a range of

schemes, and thus can strongly stimulate full-use. It is necessary that such an institution has

structural, rather than coincidental, relationships with a group of eligible people. And, such an
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institution has to feel itself responsible for the take-up of a whole programme of benefits. In our

stud}~ such a particular institution was the municipal social sen~ice of the cit}~ of Nijmegen.

which stimulated take-up of a range of schemes among its clients. Thirdl}-, actually integrating

benefits within an overall informational context (e.g. b}. means of multi-benefit promotions) can

stimulate full-use of all entitlements to these benefïts. However, well-targeted specific

information is more effective than just creating an overall informational environment. Fourthl~ .

we showed that full-users to a certain degree are people with specific characteristics. Generall}~

they have a higher level of perceived need, and a higher level of openness to issues of

(claiming) benefits and subsidies. Especiall}~ among the social assistance clients, full-users are

also more active in monitoring and searching for information on these topics, while the full-

users among the elderl}~ people typicall}. have more contacts with welfare institutions.

Norr-use: Our starting point, for the exploration of multi-level factors which possibl}~ influence

people's non-use of an}~ entitlement in a multi-benefit situation, is table 4. This table shov~~s, for

people ~~~ho do not use their right to one of the benefits in the overall programme, their chance

of not making use of an}~ other benefit to which the}~ are entitled. In other words, the table

shows the degree to which non-take-up of the four benefits is interrelated.
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Table 4. 1`'ot claiming benefit ~ and the chance of belonging to the iS'O:`-users (among
those w~ho are entitled to more than one benefit)

I II III I~'

A~-erage proportion of respondents ~~-ho are entitled to more than one benefit and belong
to the non-users group
(PercentaRes (numbers))

20 1~ 4 1~
(41) (18) (6) (17)

Proportion of non-claimants of benefit ?~ w~ho are entitled to more than one benefit ancl
belong to the non-users group
(Percenta~es (numbers))

Housing benefit 74 72 ~0 67
(32) (13) (5) (11)

Special assistance 31 28 10 23
(12) (9) (2) (7)

E~emption garbaoe tas 30 25 ] 7 ?8
(39) (14) (~) (10)

Exemption propem~ ta~ 38 24 16 27
(14) (-1) ('-1 (-~)

Proportions indexed on a~-erage proportion
(inde~)

HousinR benefit 370 480 12~0 4-I6
Special~assistance ]~~ 186 2~0 1~ 3
E~emption garba~e tax ] 50 166 42~ 186
E~emption propem tax 190 160 400 180

1 - social assistance clients in Rotterdam
II - elderl~ people in Rotterdam
111 - social assistance clients in NijmeQen
1~' - elderl~~ people in Nijmegen
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What the table immediately shows is that in our study non-use is ver}' strongl~' associated with

non-take-up of housing benefit. Whereas earlier we sa~~ that take-up of housing benefit is not

associated with the take-up of an}' other scheme, here we see that in al] four sub-groups the

chance of non-claimants of housing benefit not claiming am of the other benefits to which the}

are entitled is ver}' high, var}'ing from SOi~ to 74`7. The general picture regarding the other

three benefits is that their non-claimants have a higher chance than average of being non-users,

but onl}' to a relativel}' small degree (see index-figures). An exception to this general picture

is found among the sub-group of Nijmegen social assistance clients. Although the numbers

im~olved require caution ihe}' seem to reflect that here increases in chances are not marginal.

Ho~~~ can we explain these patterns in terms of factors and mechanisms operating at the

structural, administrative and~or the client level?

Let us start b}' focusing on housing benefit. Not taking up an entitlement to this benefit, while

havin~ an entitlement to at least one other benefit, goes along with a high chance of not taking

up those other benefits either. On principle such a relationship could exist if for some reason

the take-up of housing benefit ~~~as a condition for claiming other benefits. Such a relationship

could have a structural base. which would be the case if claiming the other benefits depends on

actual receipt of housing benefit.'` But this is not the case ~~ith regard to am' of the benefits

im~olved here. Such a relationship could also have a practical administrative basis, for instance,

when there ~~'as something in the administrative process of housing benefit which would strongl}.

stimulate the take-up of the other benefits. Not taking up housing benefit then would impl}-

missinu that stimulation, v~'ith a high chance of a concentration of non-take-up as a result.

However, we have just seen that such an administrative stimulation is just what is missing:

housing benefit take-up is isolated from the take-up of the other benefits.

VJe conclude then that the reason wh}' non-take-up of housing benefit is so strongl}~ related to

the non-take-up of other benefits apparentl}~ has to be sought at the client level, i.e. there must

be something special about the non-claimants of housing benefit. This 'specialness' apparentl}'

not onlv inhibits them from claiming housing benefit, but also to a great extent an}~ other benefit

to which the}. are entitled. Explorator}~ comparisons of the non-claimants of housing benefit,

who are non-users, with all other people who are eligible for housing benefit on sets of

" In that case housing benefit would be the passport to other benefits. In fact, we believe that

svstematic associations between the non-take-up of benefits due to factors working at the

structural level are rare, and nearl}' alwa}'s confined to situations of passporting.
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variables concerning personal characteristics, the 'common' concepts (need, utility, attitudes)

and general informational aspects, showed the existence of special characteristics. Common

characteristics of the non-using non-claimants of housing benefit are that they: have less trouble

in making ends meet, they are more negative towards administrators and their behaviour, the}~

have a stronger resistance against (completing) application forms, a greater dislike of giving

personal information when claiming benefits, and they have more difficulties with information

on benefits and subsidies in general. Generall}~, then, the particular characteristics of the non-

using non-recipients of housing benefit are that they perceive less need, have a stronger

attitudinal barrier related to the practical aspects of benefit claiming, and have ]ess ability in

coping with information.

The second pattern found is that there are no, or only slight mutual associations between the

non-take-up of special assistance, exemption from paying garbage tax and exemption from

pa}.ing property tax (with the exception of the Nijmegen social assistance clients). We believe

that explanations for this are, firstly, as we saw previously, that there are no structural

relationships betw~een any of these schemes, to form the background for such associations.

Furthermore, we saw also in the previous section that (with the exception of the Nijmegen

social assistance clients) there is little or nothing in the separate administrative processes for the

different schemes, which would mutually promote take-up directly. In other words, not taking

up X does not mean missing a strong stimulus for claiming Y and therefore it is not associated

with a higher chance of non-take-up of Y. Furthermore, the separate non-take-up rates of the

three schemes are usually high (see table 1), which means that not taking up these schemes is

nothing special, i.e. it is not associated with 'special' people, as not claiming housing benefit

apparently is. So, the conclusion, then, is that neither at the structural, administrative, nor client

level are there reasons to believe that non-take-up of the three other schemes should be

svstematicallv associated. The lack of such associations is, in effect, what we found.

The third pattern, that in the special case of the Nijmegen social assistance clients the non-take-

up of the three schemes is systematically associated, can be understood as follows. Firstly, the

associations are not based on structural factors, because there are no structural relationships

between the schemes here. However, what we have seen previously is that the municipal socia]

service, from which this group receives its general social assistance benefit, creates a context

for its clients which is relatively strongly claim promoting. It does this by means of intensive

and well-targeted informational activities covering the broad range of local social policy

instruments. The significance of this is not that it directl}', and in itself, leads to the associations
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at issue. We believe that this would be hard to understand. But, w~hat it implies is that not

claiming an}' of the benefits is rather unusual in this particular sub-group. given the claim

promoting environment. This suggests that those who do not claim are people ~~ith rather

particular characteristics, i.e. are 'special' people in the same sense as the non-claimants of

housing benefit."

The next figure 7 summarizes the explorator}~ anal}~sis of the factors underl}~ing non-use. Vdhat

this figure represents is, in essence, that the non-use found in our stud}~ generall}~ appears to be

the result of chance processes v~~hich take place in overlapping groups of eligible people, but that

in all sub-groups it is also, and rather strongl}~, associated ~~ith non-take-up of housing benefit.

The reason for the latter is mainly that non-claimants of housing benefit are people with certain

particular characteristics which not onl}~ inhibit them from claiming housing benefit, but also

other schemes to v`~hich thev are entitled. ln the special sub-group of social assistance clients

in Nijmegen, the non-use is not onl}~ the result of chance processes, but in addition also of

certain general characteristics of the non-users themselves. Note that in both situations where

client level factors pla}~ a role, the}~ are manifested onl}' under conditions of a claim promoting

context. In such a context take-up is 'harder to resist' and the idea is that non-take-up then takes

rather 'special people'.

O-:erlap of
entitlements

Nc.,-take-ue of
SF,, ECï, EFT

NOI: -
u5e

C'-ier.t leve~i:

Spec-al
characteristics
of non-claimants

Associated non-take-up

~SF:
HE ~~EGT

L ~rc-

r'

~~SA~~

v IZZ' `~
EGT~ ~EPT

y The Nijmeger. social assistance clients

Figure 7. A summar}- representation of the main factors underl}-ing non-use

16 Because of the small numbers involved we could not precisel}~ identif~~ these particular

characteristics.
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Co~lclusioiis: Overlooking this section on the concentration of take-up (full-use) on the one

hand, and the concentration of non-take-up (non-use) on the other ~~e can conclude that

influences on concentrations of take-up and non-take-up form a multi-level mix of linked

factors. That is, causal factors are situated at the three distinct levels of scheme structure,

administration and clients, and are interrelated.

Structural influences on full-use and non-use mostly stem from the fact that, if entitlements to

the schemes in the overall programme overlap, there will always be a certain degree of

concentration of take-up and non-take-up, due to chance-processes. The greater tlle extent of

overlap, the higher the chance of concentrations being present. Systematic structural influences,

which are not regulated by chance, are rare, however.

Generall}~, the administratiti~e lei'el plays an important role in concentrations of take-up and non-

take-up, be it directl~' or indirectly. We have found that by creating an overall administrative

context encompassing several benefits (e.g. by means of multi-benefit promotions), mutual

associations bet~~een the take-up of these benefits can be stimulated, thus enhancing the

occurrence of full-use. However, separate institutional bodies can stimulate take-up of a range

of schemes more effectively and be more powerful in stimulatinR full-use. It is necessary for

such an institution to have structural, rather than coincidental, relationships with a group of low

income households, and to feel responsible for the take-up of the entire programme. With

regard to non-use, the role of the administrative level is also evident. It influences not only the

extent of non-use, but also which mechanism is most important in explaining it. If there is a

claim promoting environment claiming is 'harder to resist', and it is client level factors, i.e.

particular characteristics of non-users, which play the most significant role. In the absence of

such an environment the non-take-up rates of the separate benefits involved will tend to be

higher and as a result non-use will be largel}' the outcome of chance-processes.

~'e have found that both full-users and non-users are, to a certain extent 'special people',

implying that client leti~el factors contribute to concentrations of take-up and non-take-up. Such

factors tend to reflect opposite ends of the spectrum. For instance, full-users usually perceive

considerable difficult}' in making ends meet, while non-users perceive little trouble. Full-users

are also more positive about (completing) application forms, while non-users have a strong]}~

negative attitude towards this procedural aspect of claiming (and also towards giving personal

information). But, there are also variables which do not have opposing influences in this way.
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For instance: having debts strongly stimulates full-use among the elderly people (because in

their case having debts means having more contacts with institutional bodies), while having no

debts is not strongly associated with non-use. Or, finding it difficult to cope with information

on benefits and subsidies is t}~pical of non-users in all sub-groups, but having no difficulties is

not typical of full-users. Interpreting our findings more broadly, we concluded that client level

factors stimulating full-use include high levels of need, a high degree of opetutess to issues

concerning (claiming) benefits in general, a high level of activity regarding information on

benefits and subsidies in the case of the social assistance clients, and a high level of relevant

contacts in the case of the elderl}' people. Non-use was associated with low levels of need, a

low degree of openness, and little abilit}~ to cope with relevant information.

Concluding discussion

Realizine riehts to benefits is not a matter of isolated individual beneficiaries deciding, at a

particular time. to go out and claim or not. Instead it is a long process, which starts from the

moment the structure of a scheme is defined, i.e. when the concrete eligibility criteria are

determined b}~ policy-makers. These criteria establish, to a considerable extent, the degree to

~~hich administrators and clients will experience serious obstacles later in the process.

Analvticallti~, on the micro-level, the process ends when the benefit is actually received by those

people who are entitled to it. In practice and on the macro-level, however, the process does not

end. because at any one time there will always be eligible non-recipients left, usuallv, marginal

numbers in the case of non-means-tested benefits, but much higher proportions in the case of

means-tested benefits. Between the establishment of a scheme's structure and benefit receipt,

administrative bodies and administrators play an important role. The}~ have to implement the

scheme, with a primar}~ aim to ensure that the benefit reaches its eligible population. Whether

they fulfi] this task completely depends not only on contextual constraints over which they

usually have no control (elements of scheme structure, budget, time andlor prescribed

procedures), but also on their own efforts and activities within such constraints. Delivery of

entitlements within each scheme can meet higher or lower standards, in a technical

administrative or procedura] sense, along with variable degrees of convictions and commitment

to clients' needs. The clients of the administration, the people who are or might be entitled to

the benefit, are not discharged from an}' responsibility within the administrative process. On the

contrary, they are justifiably expected to try as hard as possible to find solutions to problems

experienced, e.g. by seeking (further) information about possible benefits and by claiming those
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available. However, this is different from expecting them to be self-confident, rational, active

and bureaucratically competent. Only if all clients were like this would it be justifiable to allot

the main responsibility for the actual realization of their rights to themselves.

No doubt, the process of realization of rights to means-tested benefits has been sho~~~n to be

complex. Whether people who are eligible for a benefit receive it, and thus the extent to which

an eligible population is reached, does not depend on one single factor, nor on a small number

of separate identifiable factors, but on mixes of linked factors from different levels: mixes which

may differ according to types of scheme, administrative practice and groups of clients. We have

tried to unravel this complexity by applying two new interrelated theoretical frameworks to the

data from our surveys. The first, called the interactive mode] of multi-level influences on non-

take-up, was developed to distinguish clearly the three levels of scheme structure, administration

and clients, as well as to understand the interrelations between the factors operating at these

levels. The other model, called the d}~namic model of benefit receipt, was developed in order

to gain a detailed understanding of the factors and processes which operate specifically at the

client level. We believe that the application of these two models presented here has

demonstrated that it is possible to unravel the complexity of the process. But also, that belief

that the problem of non-take-up of social securit}' benefits is only a matter of eligible people

'not claiming' or 'not taking up' their entitlement is too narrow and unjustified a view of ~~~ho

is responsible for the problem. Such a view would be a clear case of blaming the victim. Policy-

makers and administrators clearly share a large part of the responsibility.
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